
The Emerald Affair: 1 (The Raj Hotel, 1) By Janet MacLeod Trotter Kindle The Emerald affaire
audin Janet brings the lives of people living there a feeling of what their lives must have been like
and knowing my grandmother and her strength of character and love of adventure as well as her
appreciation of the beauty of the place reminds me of Esmie in this book. The emerald affair the
raj hotel book 1 World of warcraft In this evocative tale of life in India between the wars
friendships will be tested and loyalties torn But can love win the dayIn Scotland in the aftermath of
the First World War nurse Esmie McBride meets handsome Captain Tom Lomax at her best friend
Lydia’s home Esmie is at first concerned for Tom’s shell shock then captivated by his charm but it’s
effervescent Lydia he marries and the pair begin a new adventure together in IndiaWhen marriage
to Tom’s doctor friend Harold offers Esmie the chance to work in India the two sets of newlyweds
find themselves living wildly different lives on the subcontinent Esmie heartbroken but resolved is
nursing at a mission hospital on the North West Frontier Lydia meanwhile is the glamorous mistress
of the Raj Hotel where Tom hopes his sociable new wife will dazzle international guestsAs Esmie
struggles with her true feelings for Tom and the daily dangers of her work Lydia realises the Raj is
not the centre of high society she had dreamed of And when crisis strikes both couples Esmie faces a
shattering choice should she stay the constant friend she’s always been or risk everything and follow
her heartIn this evocative tale of life in India between the wars.
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The friendship amongst the four main characters whilst strong has many hidden secrets and effects
on their lives as they move from Scotland to India. Book The Emerald affair World of warcraft I
have been a fan of Janet MacLeod Trotter’s ever since a friend lent me a copy of The Suffragette
many years ago and I always look forward to a newly published novel. Book The Emerald affair by
elvis I have been very much enjoying the Indian setting of the most recent books as the author gives
us a well researched insight into a time and a land I previously knew practically nothing about. The
emerald sea book I now can’t wait for the next in the series! World of warcraft I was pleasantly
surprised when beginning this book to find that a large part of it is set in and around Ralwalpindi
which is in present day Pakistan but was in India at the time of the novel. The emerald affair the
raj hotel book 1 I have always thought it must have been such a surreal experience for people like
my grandad an ordinary working class young man from a relatively poor part of Edinburgh
transported to such a very different place. The Emerald Affair pdf reader It is impeccably
researched which really brings colonial India to life: the sights and sounds following her love of
nature and wildlife coping despite the formalities of being an English Army wife who was left
frequently on her own and making the most of her life out there. The emerald affair the raj hotel
book 1 I envy the ability of Janet to be able to harness her knowledge and make such a great read
using all her experiences of the sights sounds and people she encountered on India and from her



family. World-of-warcraft The Emerald affaire And when crisis strikes both couples Esmie faces
a shattering choice: should she stay the constant friend she’s always been or risk everything and
follow her heart?In this evocative tale of life in India between the wars friendships will be tested and
loyalties torn. World-of-warcraft The Emerald affair And when crisis strikes both couples Esmie
faces a shattering choice: should she stay the constant friend she’s always been or risk everything
and follow her heart? The Emerald Affair: 1 (The Raj Hotel 1).

. I thoroughly enjoyed losing myself in this book and being transported to India, The Emerald
Affair kindle reader The Emerald Affair is superb historical fiction and I will definitely be looking
out for future books in the series. Book The Emerald affair by edgar I too had a grandmother who
lived in India t this period of time: The Emerald Affair world-of-warcraft-setup Am at present
trying too put together her biography as she had such an unusual life. The emerald sea book in
Northern India and also went to Mesopotamia which is mentioned in Janet's book: Book The
Emerald affair She travelled to Lahore where my father was born and went on trips into the hills to
Kashmir and Tibet. The Emerald Affair book series Esmie is so full of good sense and practicality
no matter what circumstances, EPub The Emerald affair book My grandmother found a life for
herself.
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Will be a start: Book The Emerald affair by elvis Have followed your novels for some time and
admire your ability to write so well. The emerald sea book The details of their every day lives is a
joy but with some danger and excitement added in for good measure. The emerald sea book It is
thoroughly engrossing I loved all of the characters and felt investment in their lives: The Emerald
Affair pdffiller World of warcraft An insightful account of life in India at the time interwoven with a
beautiful romance. Book The Emerald affair by sarah I always like to feel that I’ve learned
something new in the course of my fictional reading and once again Mrs Trotter didn’t disappoint,
The Emerald Affair pdffiller The book is set in quite a unique time and place with the British
characters reeling from the First World War and also experiencing life in what was still colonial
India. The Emerald affairs These different aspects as well as the personal circumstances and
struggles of each of the four main characters help to create a very interesting and enjoyable
storyline. The Emerald affairs synonym I really liked Esmie in particular and found myself rooting
for her and her happiness and fulfilment all the way through: Book The Emerald affair by sarah
The other main characters are also all well developed and we get to know and understand each one
in a deeper way as the book progresses. EPub The Emerald affair series There is so much in this
story from medical situations to culture history danger and romance: The Emerald affairs
meaning I can highly recommend this book as it is Mrs Trotter at her best, Book The Emerald
affair I have a tenuous family connection to Rawalpindi as my Grandad was stationed there in the
1920s. The Emerald Affair kindle book Although the main characters in the book are not in the
military the soldiers and garrison are often mentioned: World-of-warcraft The Emerald affaire
cahuzac I found it really interesting to get a flavour of what life was like for British people living
there at the time, Emerald affirmations I felt so sorry for both Esmie and Tom whose marriages
did not turn out the way they anticipated, Book The Emerald affair by robert There was a strong
theme of forbidden love for a few of the characters which was quite sad to read about, World-of-
warcraft The Emerald affair cast It was strange that the two friends Esmie and Lydia should have
such different experiences of expat life, Kindle The Emerald affaire Esmie was nursing and caring
for the native people in difficult circumstances while Lydia was living a society lifestyle: Emerald
isle book series In a way it seemed odd that the two had been such close friends as they changed
so much over the course of the book, Emerald affirmations This is a richly detailed satisfyingly
long book one to settle down with in these dark winter evenings: Emerald isle book series Would
love to attempt to do this about my grandmother but hope my biography when it is finally completed



friendships will be tested and loyalties torn, Emerald affirmations But can love win the day?In
Scotland in the aftermath of the First World War nurse Esmie McBride meets handsome Captain
Tom Lomax at her best friend Lydia’s home. Book The Emerald affair Esmie is at first concerned
for Tom’s shell shock then captivated by his charm but it’s effervescent Lydia he marries and the
pair begin a new adventure together in India. The Emerald Affair ebook reader When marriage to
Tom’s doctor friend Harold offers Esmie the chance to work in India the two sets of newlyweds find
themselves living wildly different lives on the subcontinent, World-of-warcraft The Emerald
affaire Esmie heartbroken but resolved is nursing at a mission hospital on the North West Frontier.
World-of-warcraft The Emerald affaire cahuzac Lydia meanwhile is the glamorous mistress of
the Raj Hotel where Tom hopes his sociable new wife will dazzle international guests. The Emerald
Affair books As Esmie struggles with her true feelings for Tom and the daily dangers of her work
Lydia realises the Raj is not the centre of high society she had dreamed of, Book The Emerald
affair by edgar But can love win the day?In Scotland in the aftermath of the First World War nurse
Esmie McBride meets handsome Captain Tom Lomax at her best friend Lydia’s home, The Emerald
Affair book summary Esmie is at first concerned for Tom’s shell shock then captivated by his
charm but it’s effervescent Lydia he marries and the pair begin a new adventure together in India,
The Emerald Affair epub download When marriage to Tom’s doctor friend Harold offers Esmie
the chance to work in India the two sets of newlyweds find themselves living wildly different lives on
the subcontinent. The Emerald Affair book summary Esmie heartbroken but resolved is nursing
at a mission hospital on the North West Frontier: The Emerald affairscloud Lydia meanwhile is
the glamorous mistress of the Raj Hotel where Tom hopes his sociable new wife will dazzle
international guests, Book The Emerald affair by john As Esmie struggles with her true feelings
for Tom and the daily dangers of her work Lydia realises the Raj is not the centre of high society she
had dreamed of[1]

The glamorous lifestyles but also the dangers. World of warcraft Loved this book. Her husband was
in the R.A.M.C. Have diaries of these trips. Congratulations Janet. Thoroughly recommend. I loved
the book and could not put it down. I really didn’t want to put it down.Anyway onto my thoughts
about the book


